Anti-COVID rules for pupils and families
1. Rules to be followed before going to school:
2. Families check pupils' body temperature at home every day before going to school as required by the
ISS Covid19 Report No.58/2020.
3. Parents should not send their children to school who have a fever above 37.5 degrees (even in the
previous three days), coughs and/orcolds,or who have come into contact with COVID patients or people
in precautionary isolation in the last 14 days.
4. In any case, according to the guidance of the ISS Covid19 Report No.58/2020, for readmission to school
is required a certificate from the pediatrician or GP "that the child/student may return to school since the
diagnostic-therapeutic and prevention pathway for COVID19 has been followed"
How you enter and leave school:
5. Each pupil must be accompanied by a single parent/delegate. The entrances and exits must take place
in an Indian row, with a distance of one meter and in an orderly manner. Masks must be worn. In each
individual school plexus,entry/exit measures will be preparedwhere possible using all available
entrances, including security doors and emergency stairs, according to the precise guidelines contained
in the safety plans of each plexus.
6. The parent or delegate must commit to strictly respecting the indicated times for entry and exit.
7. After accompanying or taking the children back, the parent/delegate must avoid being held near the
school buildings (sidewalks,pavements, forecourts, etc.).
8. Individual schools have digital thermometers. At any time, staff will be able to use it to check for dubious
situations.
Rules to be respected during the activity at school:
9. Each pupil will have to remember the school because neitherthe classmates nor the teacher are borrowed.
10. The teaching material of each class cannot be shared among pupils in the same class/section and with
other classes/sections.
11. It is not allowed touse games brought from home, in any school order.
12. During the morning, air in the classroom will be regularly guaranteed every hour.
13. Teachers, whenever possible and using their educational autonomy, will promotethe outdoor lessons to
be carried out in the garden in the spaces identified for theclassroom.
14. In order to avoid gatherings, access to the bathrooms will be scheduled during the class hours of each
class.
15. Access to bathrooms and other common spaces is mandatory the use of the mask, which covers the nose
and mouth, for all pupils.
16. In primary school, to avoid gatherings, both the morning and after the canteen interval will be divided
class by class and programmed by the teachers ofthe individual classes within the classhours.
The interval takes place in the schoolyard in the spaces assigned to the class.
In case of rain, intervals take place in the classroom or in the common spaces assigned to the classes,
avoiding as much interference between class groups as possible.
17. In secondary school there is aninterval, scheduled for each class, to be carried outoutside in the spaces
assigned to the classesavoiding, where possible, the assembly and promiscuity between different
classes.
18. In case of rain, intervals take place in the classroom or in the spaces in front of the classrooms, avoiding
as much as possible interference trto the class groups.
19. Desks,chair and cupboards (or shelves) must strictly be kept in the position where they are found in
classrooms. On the floor there are two stickers for each bench, which correspond to the position of the
two front legs of the benches.
20. You can't bring food and drink from home to share to celebrate birthdays or other celebrations.

21. Sitting at the desk, in a static position, the pupils will be able to remove the mask, but they will have to
reposition it in front of the mouth and nose in case of movement towards the classmates, towards the
chair, the blackboard or in the paths of entry and exit or to go to the bathroom. As a precaution, in any
case, especially in the first phase of the return, it will be essentialto wear the m shield as much aspossible.
22. Each secondary and primary school pupil must carry a water bottle or bottle for personal use with their
first and last names.
23. Any school supplies (e.g. notebooks, boxes, books, but also the dress- sweatshirts, jackets, gym
sneakers, caps, gloves)must have their first and last name
pupil.
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25.
26.

27.

Lab and gym activities
Gym activities are subject to many constraints and in the first phase of re-entry will be limited in order
to allow pupils to behave properly and staff to organize themselves for the sanitization of the premises at
the change of class.
When changing for physical educationclasses, students should carefully avoid mixing clothes. In the
locker room, the mask must be kept.
Each secondary and primary school pupil must carry a bag/zainor with a lock, clean shoes, water bottle
or bottle of water for personal use with first and last name. It is advisable to come to school already with
the appropriate attire of the activity (exercise) since in the dressing room the time will be reduced to 5
minuteswith shifts of 8- 9 pupils.
Access to laboratories is allowed after hand sanitation. In computer labs it is advisable to use plastic bags
to contain any personal items (keys, mobile phones, custodie for glasses etc)

Hand washing and disinfection
28. Students have to wash their hands well every time they go to the bathroom, with soap. In each bathroom
there is a sign with instructions for the proper washing of the hands. Adispenser with a disinfectant gel
is available in each classroom.
Masks
29. All primary and secondary school pupils must be provided by the family with disposable or other masks
(e.g. washable), to be used at times of entry, exit, spedup within theschool, when the interpersonal
distance of 1 meter and other reported occasions cannot be guaranteed. It is appropriate to use a
sanitary bag where you can store the mask when it is not intended to be used.
Howparents get into school:
30. Access to the secretariat will be guaranteed every day, after appointment to be taken by email. Visitors
will access the secretariat after recording their personal data, telephone number, date of accessand time
of stay.
31. Parents are not allowed to enter school unless they have been contacted by the school or for serious
reasons. In case of forgetting school supplies or other personal belongings, parents do not have to go to
school: children and young people can do without it.
32. Parents' interviews with teachers will be carried out remotely, by videoconference, on THE TEAMS
platform, according to the calendar from time to time communicated comunicato.

Alumigon management with Covid 19 symptoms
33. If a pupil feels ill at school revealing the symptoms above, he will be immediately isolated, according to
the security protocol issued by the Ministry and the Scientific Technical Committee. The child willbe
immediately notified and is required to withdraw the child as soon as possible. To do this, it is essential
to ensure that a family member or delegate is constantly available during school hours

34. For the return to school is required "the certificate drawn up by the pediatrician or general practitioner of
conclusion of the recommended diagnostic-therapeutic pathway" in the case of suspicious clinical
conditions for COVID-19 or in the case of the pupil has been absent for clinical conditionshe is not
suspicious for COVID_19 the parent will submit to the return "specific self-declaration" to be carried out
on a model attached to the circular that will be issued by the school.
Information and training
35. Teachers and parents should be constantly informed about the school's security protocol through the
school's website
36. Teachers and parents must ensure constant educational action on children to avoid gatherings (especially
at the start and end times),respect safety distances, wash their hands and/or use gel, sneeze in disposable
paper handkerchiefs (of which they must be equipped by the family), avoid touching mouth, nose and
eyes with their hands.
37. We strongly recommend that you install theImmunies app on the personal mobile devices of every
member of the family. Immunies can also be installed by children under the age of 14, with parental
consent.

